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Chapter 9
Summary

Organic matter is abundantly formed in space environments. Circumstellar outflows of
old stars are primary places of formation of gas and solid materials based on carbon. This
matter eventually fills in the space between the stars as it is being spread out by stellar
winds and supernova explosions. Organic synthesis inside shielded dense cloud environ-
ments can also lead to the formation of complex organic molecules. At all times, the gas
and solid dust matter is processed upon local conditions and it may suffer heavy physi-
cal and chemical modifications. About 4.6 billion years ago, an interstellar dense cloud
contracted leading to the formation of the proto-Sun and planetary disk, which later be-
came the Solar System. Understanding the circumstellar origin, interstellar permanence,
and final forms of the organic matter that were around when the solar nebula first began
collapsing, can help establishing an interstellar heritage connection to the early organic
species involved in the prebiotic chemistry.

Laboratory Astrophysics has become an essential field of study of the known Uni-
verse, in which the characteristic underlying physical and chemical astrophysical pro-
cesses can be scrutinized here on Earth. Information about the properties of interstellar
organic material is derived from their spectral characteristics. By comparing the interstel-
lar spectra encoded in the light that reaches Earth with the experimental spectra recorded
in our laboratories we attempt to identify the constituents responsible for these spectral
signatures or ‘light fingerprints’.

Important interstellar infrared (IR) light emissions (Sec. 1.4), the so-called unidenti-
fied infrared bands (UIRs), are particularly similar to absorption frequencies typical of
polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Tielens 2008). By now, the UIR bands provide clear
evidence for the occurrence of aromatic matter in space in the form of PAH structures
with nanometer sizes, and containing as little as ∼ 35 carbons, or maybe less, depending
on the environment. This organic material pervades the Milky Way as well as other galax-
ies, and thus, it appears to be one of the most abundant forms of sp2-hybridized carbon
in space. Nanodiamond sp3-hybridized carbon has been identified as well in some cir-
cumstellar sources via the 3.43 and 3.53 µm emission features (Guillois et al. 1999). The
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9 Summary

reason why diamond forms appear to be not as abudant as PAH material in space may
be an indicative of the chemical selectivity during the synthesis of molecular species, but
it is also an indicative of the way carbon grain particles are processed in the interstellar
and circumstellar media. Both PAH and to a lesser extend diamond molecular species
(depicted in Fig. 1.2) occur as extensions toward the lower limit of the size distribution
of carbonaceous dust materials. In the Solar System, some of the most primitive bodies
known (chondrite meteorites) reveal the occurrence of specific small PAH species and
other organic molecules, although their chemical connection to the interstellar PAH mat-
ter responsible of the UIR emissions is not obvious.

Under the influence of UV radiation typical of many astrophysical settings, PAHs and
related species can easily lose electrons (process known as photo-ionization). But record-
ing the spectra of gas-phase ionic PAHs in the laboratory is not easy because ions repel
each other, and therefore, ion densities attained are not sufficiently high to measure their
spectra employing conventional IR direct-absorption techniques (see Chapter 2). In this
Thesis a combination of mass spectrometry and IR laser spectroscopy — with the in-
frared free electron laser FELIX — is used to record their photodissociation spectra. In
this method (so-called IR multiple-photon dissociation, IRMPD, spectroscopy), gaseous
ionic PAHs are first formed under UV photoionization with an excimer laser. The ions
are then stored and mass-selected using an ion trap. Next, the ions are spectroscopically
interrogated with the high-fluence, tunable-wavelength IR-light source FELIX. When the
tuned wavelength matches an absorption frequency of the ionized PAH (or other species
such as a molecular diamondoid ion), tens or hundreds of photons are resonantly absorbed
rising the internal energy until dissociation occurs. The outcome of dissociation is the pro-
duction of fragment ions that are detected in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer coupled
to the ion trap. The degree of dissociation (voltage of the fragment ion signal) recorded
as a function of wavelength yields an IR spectrum. Besides simple PAH radical cations,
other related molecular ions, including short-lived transient forms, can be produced by in-
ducing an ion chemistry in the ion trap, which then are also isolated and spectrocopically
studied.

This Thesis embarks in a laboratory quest for the inventory of carbon-rich species in
space, particularly, those constituents with signatures in the mid-infrared range. More
specifically, we try to advance our understanding of the exact chemical nature of the UIR
carriers. In interstellar clouds, we want to know if the carriers really are sp2 pure, flat
and large PAH molecules? In Chapter 7, for instance, it is shown that the introduction of
curvature in the PAH framework induce interesting spectral features that can alternatively
explain some of the variations observed in the UIR bands.

Unimolecular H-atom loss dissociation is a common energy dissipation process in
PAH molecules and an important cooling mechanism after vibrational deactivation via IR
fluorescence. Aryl cations can result from C–H bond rupture in an ionized PAH molecule.
Although their reactivity with atomic and molecular species of interstellar relevance has
been characterized (Le Page et al. 1999a,b), their true nature remains ambiguous and open
to many questions. Therefore, in this Thesis aryl cations are produced in a Paul ion trap
via UV photolysis of halide-aryl precursors, and characterized by IRMPD spectroscopy.
First, in Chapter 3, the production and isolation of aryl+ systems was presented using
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as example the two-ring naphthyl cation. Spectroscopic evidence for the predominance
of a ground triplet-state ion population is provided, as well as for 1,2-hydride shift (i.e.,
2–naphthyl+ → 1–naphthyl+) isomerization as a standard intramolecular mechanism for
stabilization of the carbocation center in aryl+ ions. In Chapter 4, the investigation of
aryl+ systems is extended to the three- and four-ring species phenanthryl+ and pyrenyl+.
First, the photochemistry under UV and IR irradiation was analyzed. For FEL-induced
infrared photodissociation, the aryl cations were seen to fragment via high-energy chan-
nels involving loss of up to 8–10 carbon atoms. Gentle energy photo-deposition in aryl+

systems allows randomization of the delivered energy into the vibrational manifold, and
structural isomerization barriers are crossed before dissociation, yielding photo-product
ions which are common to PAH cations. Gas-phase phenanthryl+ and pyrenyl+ cations
were characterized by IRMPD spectroscopy showing that they —like naphthyl+— ex-
hibit triplet electronic ground states, and corroborating the occurrence of the hydride shift
mechanism in aryl+ species.

The reaction selectivity of triplet aryl cations has been documented (e.g., Slegt et al.
2007b,a, Lazzaroni et al. 2010) and monitored in cryogenic noble-gas matrices (Winkler
& Sander 2006). Therefore, as intermediates, the chemoselectivity of triplet aryl cations
explains the ion-molecule reactions with H, O, N, and H2 species (Le Page et al. 1999a,b),
and possibly some of the UV-photolysis reactions in ices of solar and interstellar impor-
tance (Bernstein et al. 1999, 2002). The occurrence of aryl cations in the more energet-
ically favorable triplet states suggests new possible avenues in interstellar chemistry in
which triplet electronic surfaces may serve as catalytic sites for the production of small
polyatomic species which otherwise could not take place due to energy barries.

In terms of their infrared activity, the absorption features of triplet aryl cations are
qualitatively similar to those observed in their respective parent PAH cations. Therefore,
the mono-dehydrogenation and ionization states are difficult to separate solely on the
basis of the spectral variations of the UIR bands. With two singly occupied molecular
orbitals (SOMOs), triplet aryl cations present optical properties attractive to interstellar
phenomena such as DIBs (Du et al. 1993). Moreover, since electronic transitions to the β-
space SOMOs fall within the visible spectral range, is pertinent to ask whether triplet-state
aryl cations can account for any of the photoluminiscence phenomena (see Sec. 1.2.5) of
interstellar space?

The first extraction of sp3 diamond carbon from a primitive meteorite (Allende) showed
noble-gas isotopic anomalies that suggested its presolar origin (Lewis et al. 1987). Two
circumstellar broad emission features at 3.43 and 3.53 µm in HD 97048 and Elias 1 Herbig
Ae/Be stars have been attributed to H-terminated diamond surfaces (Guillois et al. 1999)
and neutral molecular diamondoids (Pirali et al. 2007). In Chapter 5 the spectroscopic IR
characterization of the two- and three-cage species of the molecular diamondoid family
(ionized diamantane and triamantene) is presented. Chemical ionization of their neutral
forms is accompanied by H-atom loss leading to the formation of the dehydrogenated
cationic forms diamantyl+ and triamantyl+. This implies that in space environments,
UV-induced C–H bond rupture in a molecular diamondoid may lead to the formation
of the more energetically stable closed-shell mono-dehydrogenated diamondoid carboca-
tion. The IR spectroscopic characterization corraborates the formation of diamantyl+ and
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9 Summary

triamantyl+ carbocations. The possible interstellar presence of molecular diamondoids in
their radical cationic forms is therefore not expected.

Nitrogen-containing PAH molecules, or polycyclic aromatic nitrogen heterocycles
(PANHs), are closely related to the purine and pyrimidine nucleobase building blocks
of DNA and RNA. The identification of these nucleobases in the Murchison meteorite
(Sephton 2002, Martins et al. 2008) encourages the search of PANH molecules in inter-
stellar dense environments as these may be nucleobase precursors in UV-induced grain-
surface reactions. Moreover, it has been suggested that the 6.2 µm UIR band is indeed due
to PANHs with the N-atom embedded (endoskeletal N-substitution) in the PAH structure
(Hudgins et al. 2005). Thus, in Chapter 6 various (exoskeletal) N-substituted radical and
protonated PAH cations are characterized by IRMPD spectroscopy. The strong nucle-
ophilic nature of PANH molecules is used in chemical ionization reactions in the ion trap
to produce the gas-phase protonated (H+PANH) forms. This experimental fact is of par-
ticular relevance in hydrogen-rich environments, where protons serve as excellent targets
for nucleophilic attack. Interstellar PANHs thus likely exist predominantly in protonated
form. The gas-phase IR photochemisty is also presented, revealing that protonated forms
have a higher photo-stability relative to the radical cationic forms. Protonation of a PANH
molecule yields a closed shell ion with a HOMO having an asymmetrical charge density
distribution, and thus, the frequencies of CC in-plane symmetry modes are inherently
blue-shifted —similar to endoskeletal N-substituted (closed-shell) PAH cations. Over-
all, considering the facts above, together with the observed absorptions in the composite
spectrum of the studied H+PANH species, protonated PANH ions are serious candidates
for their presence in interstellar environments.

Corannulene (C20H10) is a special hydrocarbon molecule because it interlinks the sp2

pure aromatic family (i.e., flat PAHs) with the fullerene family (see Fig. 1.2). Its curved
geometry induces a permanent dipole moment making it an excellent target for radio
line observations (Lovas et al. 2005). Possible chemical routes towards the formation of
circumstellar and interstellar C60 involve corannulene intermediates (Pope et al. 1993).
Corannulene was extracted from the Allende meteorite together with other fullerenes and
fulleranes (Becker & Bunch 1997). Here, the spectroscopic IR characterization of radical
and protonated corannulene ions is undertaken and presented in Chapter 7. Additionally
the IR spectrum of neutral corannulene is obtained using an FT-IR spectrometer. A com-
parison of the corannulene spectra in the three forms shows the effects of charge state and
electronic closed- and open-shell configuration on the IR activity of this extraordinary
structure. Moreover, a comparison with the IR spectrum of the flat PAH analogue, ion-
ized coronene, reveals the effects of curvature in the IR activity of PAH structures. The
introduction of defects (five-membered ring and resultant curvature) naturally produces
absorption features where otherwise multiple planar PAHs are needed to yield similar
features. This implies that a single PAH species in the form of ionized corannulene can
reproduce most UIR bands. Therefore, non-planar PAHs may relax the need to invoke
a mixture of planar PAHs in different (cationic and anionic) charge states to specifically
reproduce the subfeatures seen in the UIR bands. Looking at it from a different angle, the
IR spectrum presented here for ionized corannulene clearly suggest the need to invoke
species with a mixed orbital hybridization character, since the sp2 and sp3 intermediate
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state in corannulene naturally introduces absorptions in most nominal UIR band positions.
In addition to the resemblence of the UIR bands to PAH IR spectra, an extra argu-

ment in favor of the ocurrence of PAH molecules in astrophysical environments is their
intrinsic electronic stability as a consequence of the overlapping CC π-orbitals. Here on
Earth, this molecular property is used to produce functional materials based on PAHs.
In Chapter 8 an investigation of the electronic properties of two isomeric five-ring con-
taining PAHs, picene and pentacene (C22H14), is undertaken. Picene is a PAH struc-
ture exhibiting phenanthrene-like edges, whereas pentacene belongs to the linearly ring-
fused PAH subfamily with acene-like edges. We address the question on the emergence
of novel electronic properties such as superconductivity in picene-based materials (Mit-
suhashi et al. 2010), as contrasted to pentacene-based materials which do not exhibit such
behavior. An in-depth explanation for the link between PAH molecular shape and IR
activity is elaborated on, which relate to the correlated electron dynamics of the PAH
many-electron system.
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